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ABSTRACT

The Sense of Decline in Johan Huizinga’s Thought

The work of Johan Huizinga is appreciated by a heterogeneous array of readers. Yet, it is placed at the margins of cultural history. This article constitutes an attempt to shed light on the role of transcendence in his work, and, more particularly, on the main components of his diagnosis of decline. Our purpose is to highlight the connexions between the notion of decline and Huizinga’s metaphysical concerns. By the means of our analysis we also wish to suggest that various practices of emancipation, generally accepted as an expression of cultural advancement, not only have taken the play-form, but also mark the primacy of experience over understanding.
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Introduction

The problem of historical understanding

The basic elements of Huizinga’s interpretative approach and his vision of Western civilization’s decline appear to be interwoven into the fabric of his work. That is why we deem necessary to address the question of the significance of Huizinga’s conception of historical understanding. The Dutch historian is commonly associated with The Waning of the Middle Ages (Herfsttij
der middeleeuwen, 1919), one of the all-time best-selling books on medieval history, yet rarely used at university level. The central idea of this book is that in fifteenth-century Low Countries and Burgundy profound pessimism spread a general gloom over life. The fear of death, sickness, and old age dominated, while hierarchy and chivalry continued to be the two pillars of social life. In Huizinga’s view, the light of the rising Renaissance was as faint as the light of the waning Middle Ages, and the appeals to beauty, harmony, and the freshness of youth made by the Humanists were mere stylistic exercises. A peculiarity of the book lies in the fact that it was written not out archival material, but out of an assemblage of a limited number of familiar sources including a few works of court-sponsored history written in Burgundy. A plethora of critics remarked that in Huizinga’s hands history turned into a matter of artistic evocation. He is said to have created an imaginative framework in order to sketch out sharp contrasts and vivid surface patterns, which in turn have been used as a tool to make intelligible what he thought to be the uniqueness of the fifteenth-century northern-European sense of crisis and decline, thereby to oppose Jacob Burckhardt and his disciples, who saw the civilization of the Italian Renaissance as the beginning of a new cultural phase in European history.

Historians, it is commonly maintained, must separate ascertaining the truth of facts from the will to defend their own inclination and ideals. Allegedly, Huizinga undermined the rigorously descriptive character that historical investigation ought to retain in order to safeguard its reliability and impartiality. It is symptomatic that Huizinga deliberately opposed “scientific history”, namely the idea that the latter is exhaustive of all historical knowledge and understanding. In his view, history is the reconstruction of the sense that the past has, or may have, for us. In a certain sense, this conception of history does not differ much from the one defended by Burckhardt, who thought that history is «the record of what one age finds worthy of note in another». In a 1926 article, entitled The Task of Cultural History (De taak der cultuurgeschiedenis), Huizinga argued that the formation of historical knowledge is always dependent on the wider “historical culture” of a community, which includes its sets of shared values and beliefs. Only the most talented and sensitive historians will be able to reconstruct the main features of a “historical culture”. Moral sentiment and historical analysis can coexist. In another 1926 text, entitled Task and Terms of the History of Civilization (Taak en termen der beschavingsgeschiedenis), Huizinga pointed out that the history of civilization must provide a synthesis of the findings accumulated in the principal cultural sciences, namely ethnology, literature history, and art history. The true historian must do “social morphology”, namely he must identify the themes, figures, motives, symbols, styles, images, and sentiments through which social life, art, and thought manifest themselves. Eventually, in The Sci-
ence of History (De wetenschap der geschiedenis), one of his 1934 lectures at the University of Santander, Huizinga specified that “social morphology” takes as its focus the “ideal forms” of law, business, religion, art and thought operating in a given society at a particular moment in time. These “ideal forms” are “forms of life”. Their core is never predetermined. Rather, they acquire intelligibility through the historian’s interpretative efforts. Cultural history is necessarily the product of the “free spirit” of researchers and thinkers.

We are not in the position to establish whether Huizinga was familiar with the work of his contemporary Robin G. Collingwood. Making a reference to the latter is worthwhile. Not only both they opposed “scientific history”, but also they shared the same kind of interest for the play-element of culture and for the idea of the decline of Western civilization. *Speculum mentis* (1924) comprises a number of propositions which seem to be in line with Huizinga’s vision of historical research. Yet, like most historians, Collingwood maintained that the business of history is primarily to state what happens, and has happened. If a historian manipulates the facts into drama, he argues, this manipulation may turn him into a great dramatist, but it cannot make him a great historian. At the same time, the true historian is never happy with just stating facts. Rather, he wishes to understand them, and to understand them is to see not only what happened but why it happened. Facts must be grasped not in isolation but in relation to their contexts. The true historian must investigate causes, inquire into motives, and enter into the «the hopes and fears of both parties to every struggle» for the purpose of «discerning the right from wrong». On a parallel basis, on the one hand, Collingwood repeats that «the historian who handles history as if it were mere drama is in a state of deadly sin». History, he warns, «lapses consciously into the aesthetic attitude», that is, mere «picturesqueness». On the other hand, «in superseding and negating the other forms of experience, history does not proceed as if they had never existed». History manages to reconcile drama with hard fact «by finding drama everywhere, just because its drama is the drama of fact as such». Collingwood concludes that unless the historian is enough of an artist to see the dramatic force of history, unless he is «a clear and eloquent writer, easily moved by pity and sympathy», he will never be a true historian. Eventually, history is the «infinite whole whose parts are mutually interdependent and conditioned». Reality itself, in its completeness, is the object which can be sought and found in history alone, but, as soon as it is found, it appears to be a sheer illusion because «in its perfect reality» history «is perfectly unknowable». This situation, which the English thinker called «the breakdown of history», has the power to reveal that the historical is «an unstable attitude which leads either back into science or forward into philosophy». Huizinga would hardly embrace the vision of history as “absolute object”, namely
the view that history alone «achieves the idea of an object beyond which there is nothing». Yet, he would accept that «to purge history of everything historical» by the means of «historical atomism», which treats each fact irrespectively of all others and of their contexts, is anti-historical. It can be taken for granted that for Huizinga too «science is the question whose answer is history».

Some critics portrayed Huizinga as “intellectual maverick” in search of easy recognition and rewards. Allegedly, he produced generalizing books of provocative nature for a wide audience. This claim is odd. The Dutch historian was concerned with a field of study that notoriously never attracted a large public of readers, mostly unfamiliar with the debates about method the echoes of which can be detected in the background of Huizinga’s work. Undoubtedly, Huizinga proposed a way of doing history that often made historians, as well as art historians, feel uneasy. From his autobiographical My Path to History (Mijn weg tot de historie), written in 1943 and published for the first time in 1947, we get the impression that he saw himself as an outsider, almost as the “wise fool” of Dutch academia. This text reveals the anxiety of a scholar horrified by the predominance of action over knowledge, a predominance that in his eyes made intellectual labour increasingly more difficult to justify. It has been often claimed that Huizinga’s marginalization has been in fact a matter of self-marginalization. Some of his critics, for example, took his splendid, self-defeating, isolation to be the product of his profound dislike of the allegedly sterile scholarly work conducted by most of his colleagues. Others took it to be the consequence of his elitist, aesthetic and unbridled inter-disciplinary attitude. Frequently, however, Huizinga criticized the “aesthetic attitude”. In one section of In the Shadow of Tomorrow (In de schaduwen van morgen, 1935), for instance, he attacked Burckhardt precisely on account of the latter’s aesthetic admiration for bold action and individual self-reliant determination. Burckhardt’s attitude towards the public is compared with «the disdainful aloofness of the solitary individualist». With «his veneration of the energetic», the Swiss historian was «too much of an aesthetic thinker to create a modern ideal of practical heroism». We must realize that the argument of Huizinga’s self-marginalization is problematic for its circularity. Self-marginalization is presented as both the cause and effect of Huizinga’s peculiar attitude and unorthodox investigative approach.

The critique of the anti-noetic creed

The Waning of the Middle Ages as a whole reveals Huizinga’s moral contempt for the humanist thesis that man is *faber fortunae suae*. From our point of view, the fundamental question is not establishing whether Huizinga inter-
interpreted correctly the thesis he attacked. Rather, it is establishing whether there is a logical connexion between his criticism and his metaphysical concerns. We should first point out that Huizinga's moral, or even moralistic, attitude appears also in the portrait of philosophy provided in *Homo Ludens* (1938), where he emphasises the playful, almost silly, nature of philosophical reasoning. There he supports Callicles' opinion, expounded in Plato's *Gorgias*. Philosophy, says Callicles, is a comely thing if one pursues it with moderation in youth, but pernicious if one indulges in its pursuit for too long. In order to prove all the errors and inconsistencies of the sophists, Huizinga notes, Plato employed the dialogic method, which in fact had been inaugurated by the sophists themselves. If both Plato and Aristotle deemed the fallacious arguments of the sophists worthy of so serious a refutation, it could only be because their own philosophy had not yet broken loose from the fancy sphere of play. Evidence of it, Huizinga says, is given by the fact that Plato and Aristotle regarded their labour as both a "youthful distraction" and a "noble game". Huizinga detects the absence of a clear distinction between play and knowledge also in the way in which the Stoics treated the fatuous sophistries constructed on grammatical pitfall and the serious disquisitions of the Megarian school. Eventually, he remarks that even the historian Thucydides handled the issue of might or right, concerning the Athenian breach of neutrality against the island of Melos, in the form of a sophistic game. Not without a degree of sarcasm, the Dutch historian asks whether philosophy can ever break loose from play.

The argument of philosophy's futility presented in *Homo Ludens* is rather puzzling because in various parts of *In the Shadow of Tomorrow* Huizinga himself had credited philosophy with the merit of having greatly contributed to the edification of Western civilization's intellectual ethos. Philosophy managed to bring about the essence of the conflict between intelligence and existence since its early days. The resolution of this conflict in favour of mere existence gave input to the process of barbarisation of Western culture and society. Huizinga shows to be particularly worried about the glorification of action and the vulgarization of the heroic ideal, which he considered to be the most telling signs of an unprecedented revulsion from knowledge and understanding. This revulsion is the core of the anti-noetic, or anti-intellectual, attitude towards life that also fed on the clouding and weakening of the critical faculty by the over-stimulation of the will. The primacy of life over understanding entails not only the abandonment of the criteria of understanding, but also of stable moral standards. The defenders of the will to power prove in every possible manner that the greatest aspiration they nurse «is not to think and to know but to live and to do». Huizinga seems to suggest, again, that philosophical thought led the way and society followed. While Kierkegaard is indicated as the modern
thinker who, more profoundly than others, has centered his own philosophy upon the antithesis of existence and intelligence, utilitarianism, pragmatism and Nietzschean thought are presented as the most powerful sources of the widespread conviction that truth is nothing but «what has essential validity for those professing it». A truth-concept reduced to relative value is bound to bring «an abolition of all differences of rank and value of ideas, in its wake». According to the Dutch historian, these mighty streams of thought merged into the historicism of thinkers such as Weber, Scheler, Mannheim, and Spengler. On account of their acceptance of the principle of the environment-conditioned nature of thought, they ended up being labeled as «the next-door neighbours to historical materialism», a current of thought that Huizinga considered to be anti-intellectual. Oddly enough, he affirms that the subjugation of knowledge to the vital impulse is something “truly novel” in the history of human culture. When earlier currents of thought repudiated allegiance to reason, he claims, it was always in favour of the super-rational. By contrast, the culture of today does not only disavow reason, but also the sphere of the knowable as such, the very possibility of knowledge, in favour of the sub-rational, the instinctual. That is why this culture leads to the triumph of the will to power and of the “blood and soil” principle. The sense of Huizinga’s lament that modern culture has severely questioned the very possibility of disinterested knowledge and understanding is clear in the main. Less clear is why Huizinga maintained that the subjugation of knowledge to the vital impulse is a truly novel phenomenon while being convinced that the awareness of the risk of life prevailing over knowledge has been known to the founding fathers of Western philosophy, who brilliantly and worryingly reflected on the matter giving rise to a fruitful tradition of thought. The argument that in the past reason has been repudiated in favour of the super-rational only is not at all convincing. However, Huizinga concludes his digression presenting Sorel as “the spiritual father” of all modern dictatorships, specifying that it is not only the dictators and their followers who desire the subjugation of the will to knowledge to the vital impulse.

**Puerilism and decline**

Huizinga’s marginalization, or self-marginalization, partially depends on the substantive views which he put forward. He produced statements of cultural critique that many people, including academics and informed readers, may find somewhat disquieting or simply politically incorrect. *In the Shadow of To-morrow*, for instance, begins with the lament that «we are living in a demented world, and we know it». It would not come as a surprise, he says, if tomorrow
«the madness gave way to a frenzy which would leave our poor Europe in a state of distracted stupor, with engines still turning and flags streaming in the breeze, but with the spirit gone». Like other thinkers, Huizinga too believed that the irrationalisation of social life can be easily accompanied by the highest development of the technical abilities. Since the worship of life, to which the irrationalisation of culture and society has given rise, promotes the cult of the self, it does not matter whether the social organization of the craving for material well-being assumes a capitalist, socialist, or fascist form. It is nothing but “shallow thinking” to assume that collectivism excludes egoism. On a parallel basis, in the domain of aesthetic production the element of reason inherent in the different styles and forms of expression of beauty and sentiment grew progressively weaker. With the increasing worthlessness of the spoken or printed word – another bitter fruit of the anti-noetic creed – the indifference to truth increases in direct proportion. The amount of publicity produced by commercial interests and the craving for sensation turned mere differences of opinion into “national hallucinations”. Finally, Huizinga addresses the question of barbarisation. The latter is defined as «a cultural process whereby an attained condition of high value is gradually over-run and supersedes by elements of lower quality». It is open to dispute whether or not the bearers of the higher and the lower elements necessarily confront each other in the same sense in which the élite and the masses do. Following Ortega y Gasset’s The Revolt of the Masses (La rebelión de las masas, 1930), Huizinga specifies that the terms “élite” and “mass” in principle denote “types of mind”, or “spiritual attitudes”. Many would doubt that barbarism can prevail in a liberal-democratic society with a high degree of technical perfection and school education. Huizinga, by contrast, asserts that in disposing of all technical advancements, barbarism becomes all the more powerful and despotic. Basic literacy in no way guarantees the possession of culture, he claims. In particular, he criticizes those pedagogues who advocated upbringing largely based upon the visual. The primacy of the visual marks a stride towards barbarism. A better method of teaching the youth not to think, and of keeping it puerile, he affirms, could hardly be devised. The counterweight to the co-operation of all these destructive factors can only be found in the highest metaphysical and ethical values.

The moralists of all times complained about the moral decay of their own time. They thought that the present was bad, and they clung to the idea that the past had been better. As the Dutch historian put it, perhaps it was so, perhaps it was not. There seems to be no valid reason to condemn the present as being of a lower moral average if compared with any previous period. If the present were not of a lower moral average than the past, however, this would not mean that the level of individual morality has risen, but only that «the public order
of today is more effectual in restraining certain forms of popular misconduct than it used to be». In this perspective, one of the many questions about which statistics cannot enlighten public opinion is precisely whether or not the average person of today is more honest than formerly. It is not the number of convictions for theft, perjury, or fraud that is significant, but the innumerable shades of sincerity and loyalty that inevitably evade the observation of those who engage in data-collecting. In addition, Huizinga says that condemning the growing number of divorces and the greater sexual promiscuity, especially among the youth, is to touch the surface of the problem. The modifications occurred in the field of sexual conduct «have gone much further in breaking away from religion than have the precepts of truthfulness and honesty». He believes that without the awareness that lust ought to be resisted, «society becomes prey to sexual degeneration, with destruction as the inevitable result». All in all, even if a comparison with earlier periods in Western civilization would not seem to provide sufficient grounds for speaking of a deterioration of average morality, Huizinga holds that what has deteriorated very seriously is the theory of morals itself. While the average man of today behaves no better and no worse than his predecessors, «the basis of conviction on which moral sentiments and beliefs are founded has become extremely unstable for all who do not feel themselves bound by a code of ethics revealed and incorporated in a religious faith». For a significantly large number of people, the Christian code of ethics has lost its absolute and binding validity. This code has been exposed for a long time to three undermining factors: philosophical immoralism, scientific systems of thought, and sentimentalism. Immoralism has exercised a great deal of influence. Docile as the masses of ordinary people are, he argues, «the knowledge alone that there are thinkers denying the moral order any philosophical raison d’être is sufficient to conclude that there can’t be much in morality». Again Huizinga suggests, without providing any explanation, that philosophical thought led the way and society followed. Moreover, he does not explain how the ordinary people, who generally despise intellectualism in all its forms, ended up taking certain philosophical models as a source of inspiration. In comparison with the popularization of immoralism achieved through the widespread of a number of philosophical doctrines, the relativisation of morals implied in scientific systems has proven to be far more powerful in its effects. In the Marxist doctrine, which, like Freudianism, Huizinga assumed to have scientific character, «the domain of moral convictions and obligations can occupy no other place than one of the top shelves of the ideological superstructure, which raises itself on the economic organisation of a particular period and which, conditioned as it is by the latter, is destined to change and to disintegrate with it». For its part, the Freudian system, «which so readily creates the illusion of explaining everything,
has doubtless absorbed vast quantities of moral sentiment in its easily comprehensible notion of sublimation». In setting up the infantile libidinal appetites as the basis of what has been traditionally called “spiritual life”, Freudianism placed «the ultimate origins of the recognition of the highest values in the flesh». Huizinga makes no explicit reference to Darwin’s theory. Subsequently, he claims that sentimentalism managed to impose itself through literature. On the one hand, literature pretended to unveil «the lack of reality in the current representations of virtue and heroism». Whenever the romantic mood gains ground, he says, the romantic idealization of virtue is blended with a romantic devaluation of it. Virtue and respectability, so long the objects of praise, became outmoded. They are even perceived to be a source of shame. The abolition of censorship left literature «free to allow itself anything and everything». On the other hand, literary realism sought its task in «the unveiling first of the human and the natural, later also of the perverse». So, the will to exalt experience over intelligence found a new powerful vehicle. What remains to direct this will, if guidance is no longer sought in a metaphysical belief centred on an extra-mundane and incorporeal weal, nor in truth-seeking thought, nor in an all-embracing and generally recognised moral order containing such values as justice and charity is only the will.

The path which gives access to Huizinga’s metaphysical concerns passes through both In the Shadow of Tomorrow and Homo Ludens, and yet Ernst Gombrich appears to be one of the few interpreters able to emphasize Homo Ludens’s metaphysical significance. After pointing out that for every ten readers who have been captivated by The Waning of the Middle Ages, there may be only one who has really read through Homo Ludens, Gombrich suggests starting reading the last chapter of this book and work our way backward in order to find the truly fundamental problem at its heart, which is a metaphysical one. In order to shed light on the latter, we will now examine the concept of “puerilism”, which, together with the thesis that the confusion of play and seriousness has spiritual or moral nature, constitute the most important links between In the Shadow of Tomorrow and Homo Ludens. The former comprises the warning against the risk of attaching a psychological meaning to the notion of puerilism. This warning strikes us because we generally assume that the gap between puerilism and infantilism, or even narcissism, is not so large. Yet, Huizinga intended to ascribe puerilism to the sphere of morality, not of psychology. Hence he argued that the causes of regression inherent to puerilism have exclusively spiritual or moral nature. Puerilism and its synonym “permanent adolescence” refer to «the attitude of a community whose behaviour is more immature than the state of its intellectual and critical faculties would warrant». Permanent adolescence, whose rise depends on the weakening of understanding and critical attitude,
is characterised «by the lack of sense of decorum, of personal dignity and by an excessive concentration on self». Modern puerilism manifests itself in two forms. On the one hand, it consists in «activities of a professedly serious nature and universally regarded as serious» coming «to be permeated with the spirit of play and to bear all the characteristics of play». On the other hand, it consists in «activities admittedly of play-character that come to lose the true quality of play because of the manner in which they are carried on». The fundamental features of play are artificiality and separateness. The first feature refers to the fact that the activities that have assumed the play-form are carried on within «an artificial mental sphere governed by rules of its own and temporarily encompassing all conduct in a voluntarily accepted system of action». As long as the play lasts, ordinary life is set aside, «the reality outside the playground is forgotten, and a general surrender to the common illusion triumphs». Where the play was holy this activity became a cult or a rite. The separateness of play implies the end of it. At a certain moment, the play is over. All types of performances end and ordinary life continues. Here, says Huizinga, the evil of our epoch shows itself, because «nowadays play in many cases never ends». A far-reaching contamination of play and seriousness has been achieved, and this is one of the most important aspects of «the malady of our time». Recognised or official play «is no longer able to maintain its true play-character as a result of being taken too seriously and being technically over-organized». In this way the qualities of detachment, artlessness and gladness are lost. Huizinga concludes that «with great numbers of both the educated and the ignorant the play-attitude towards life of the adolescent has become permanent».

In the Foreword of Homo Ludens, after recalling that the distinction between play and seriousness in culture had been the theme of his address held at the University of Leiden on 8 February 1933 (Over de grenzen van spel en ernst in de cultuur), and, subsequently, of a number of lectures held in Zürich, Vienna and London, Huizinga claims that civilization arises and unfolds “in” and “as” play. Play is not a biological function, but a cultural phenomenon to be approached and understood from the point of view of “the science of culture”. He opts for the expression “the play-element of culture” instead of “the play-element in culture”. This expression was repeatedly changed by his translators, but the Dutch historian constantly objected to it because it was not his wish «to define the place of play among all other manifestations of culture, but rather to ascertain how far culture itself bears the character of play». The integration of the concept of play in that of culture constitutes Huizinga’s immediate concern. Arguably, the integration of the concept of play in that of culture can be said to have aesthetic character if we assume the perspective of immanence to be the only relevant one. That case, instead, is that immanence is one of the two axes along which
Huizinga’s discourse developed. Not for nothing the methodological syncretism that characterizes his 1938 work faced severe criticism\(^\text{19}\). The definition of play lets the aesthetic and metaphysical concerns alike appear on the surface of his narrative. Play is «a voluntary activity executed within certain fixed limits of time and place, according to rules freely accepted but binding, having its aim in itself and accompanied by a feeling of tension, joy and the consciousness that it is different from ordinary life». In acknowledging play, «we acknowledge mind, for whatever else play is, it is not matter». From the point of view of a world wholly determined by blind forces, play appears to be superfluous. It only becomes «possible, thinkable and understandable when an influx of mind breaks down the absolute determinism of the cosmos». The very existence of play «continually confirms the supra-logical nature of the human situation». Animals too play, «so they must be more than merely mechanical things». Finally, «we play and know that we play, so we must be more than merely rational beings, for play is irrational». The fun-element in playing «resists all analysis, all logical interpretations» and gives it «a profoundly aesthetic quality». Play is based on the manipulation of certain images, namely on the manipulation of a certain imagination of reality, that is, «its conversion into images». We should be ready «to grasp the value and significance of these images», and «to observe their action in play itself and thus try to understand play as a cultural factor in life». All archetypal activities of human society are «permeated with play from the start». Play is superfluous in the sense that the need for it «is only urgent to the extent that the enjoyment of it makes it a need». It can be deferred or suspended at any time, and it is «never imposed by physical necessity or moral duty». Play is never a mere task. «It is done at leisure», and only when it takes the form of a rite, or of a ceremony, «is it bound up with notions of obligation and duty». Again Huizinga recalls that even if commonly play is the direct opposite of seriousness, this opposition is fluid, neither conclusive nor fixed. The play-concept is absolutely independent from the domain of the great categorical antitheses. It lies outside the antithesis of wisdom and folly, and of truth and falsehood, good and evil. Although play is a non-material activity, it has no moral function, and the valuations of vice and virtue do not apply. Evidence of the fact that Huizinga was not trying to make the sphere of play coincide with that of aesthetics is given by his statement that «the reality of play extends beyond the sphere of human life»\(^\text{20}\). He does not explain how this result is achieved. Nevertheless, we are dealing here with a first indication that what is fundamentally at stake in *Homo Ludens* is metaphysics, neither aesthetics nor psychology or even morality. Collingwood’s *Speculum Menti* too provides a conception of play that at first sight one feels compelled to qualify as aesthetic. Play is «a form of action in which the will is untroubled by any question as to
right and wrong, expedient or inexpedient, and chooses an end which is an end only because it is this irresponsibly chosen. The end in play is not chosen as right, useful, correct, conventional, or customary, but it is simply chosen. Yet, this conception too cannot be regarded as fully aesthetic. The authonomy of the aesthetic spirit is illusory for «it is rooted in facts of which the aesthetic spirit does not give an explicit account».

In the last chapter of *Homo Ludens* Huizinga poses three questions, two of which have general character. The first is the question of the extent to which our civilization still develops in play-forms. The second is the question of how far the play-spirit dominates the lives of those who share the same civilization. The third has specific character and is the question of whether present-day puerilism can be seen as having a play-function. Puerilism embodies the mixture of immaturity and barbarity that lies at the bottom of a dangerous twofold tendency affecting present-day Western culture and society. On the one hand, serious occupations more and more degenerate into play, but still being called serious. On the other hand, originally playful occupations increasingly degenerate into seriousness, but still being called playful. This twofold tendency characterizes the life of the modern nations and that is why Huizinga’s conclusion is that today civilization is no longer properly played. It is a disaster, he points out, when whole nations turn into “clubs” that, besides promoting the precious qualities of friendship and loyalty, easily act as “hotbeds” of sectarianism and intolerance. They end up propagating illusions flattering individual and collective immoderate self-love. Along this line the nations lose every sense of honour, decency and fair play. In addition, the Dutch historian considers «the entry of half-educated masses into the international traffic of the mind, the relaxation of morals and the hypertrophy of technology», as well as «the insatiable thirst for trivial recreation and crude sensationalism», to be the direct causes of the «bastardization of culture». The metaphysical problem at the heart *Homo Ludens* eventually appears in the very conclusive remarks. The mind of the Western type of man has only one path to move along if it wished to authentically free itself. It can only «disengage itself from the magic circle of play by turning towards the Ultimate». Logical thinking cannot bring us far enough. Whenever we are confronted by ceaseless interrogatives about what is play, and what is seriousness, we find «the fixed, unmoving point that logic denies us, once more in the sphere of ethics». Huizinga repeats that play «lies outside morals», and yet he points out that «if we have to decide whether an action to which our will impels us is a serious duty or is licit as play, our moral conscience will at once provide the touchstone». «As soon as truth and justice, compassion and forgiveness have part in our resolve to act, our anxious question loses all meaning». «One drop of pity – Huizinga concludes – is enough to lift our doing beyond
intellectual distinctions». Springing as it does from a belief in justice and divine
grace, «conscience, which is moral awareness, will always whelm the question
that eludes and deludes us to the end, in a lasting silence»^22.

Conclusion

For Huizinga barbarism does not coincide with dictatorship and collectivism. Technological progress, free market, and liberal-democracy are by no
means remedies against it. The barbarisation of society determines the consol-
oration of an existential regime whereby serious occupations more and more
degenerated into play, while still being called serious, and playful occupations
increasingly degenerated into seriousness, while still being called playful. This
barbarisation is achieved when an attained condition of high value is gradually
over-run and superseded by elements of lower value. How difficult is to prove
that, whenever a significant change takes place, the superseding elements are
of lower value everyone knows. What not everyone knows, perhaps, is that it is
relatively easy to assess how radically the very possibility to pose the question
of the relevance of the distinction between high and lower value is impeded.
Paraphrasing the title of one section of a Nietzschean work^23, we may argue that
in "a world that became a fable" barbarism feeds on the difficulty to meaning-
fully employ the long-standing distinctions that contributed to the edification
of Western civilization. Awareness of this difficulty is to be found in the back-
ground of the ongoing debates on a number of sensitive issues. If we think, for
example, about the managerialization and commercialization of the educational
curricula, it is not difficult to realize that, while declaring to foster the increase
and consolidation of quality, this type of reform, in fact, deprives quality itself
of any substantive significance^24. As far as the role of sexuality is concerned, to
say that our societies have not become prey of sexual degeneration, as Huizinga
predicted, is possible because notions such as "degeneration" and "perversion"
have gradually lost acceptance in parlance as well as in thought. Family life too
has undergone radical transformations over the past decades. Yet even the very
suspect that some of these transformations may have taken a play-form, if not
even a totalitarian form, finds no general acceptance. The discouraging, or even
the silencing, of the opinions opposing what Huizinga called “the primacy of
living over knowing and understanding” is by no means regarded as an assump-
tion of ominous infallibility. In philosophical discourse, as we know, an epochal
decision is said to have been made, namely that universals do not exist^25. Yet,
individual autonomy seeks no other guidance than itself as only, presumably,
a universal would do. This monadic, and even solipsistic, construction of in-
Individual autonomy can be meaningfully compared with the type of puerilism that Huizinga focused on. It is unfortunate, however, that in the attempt to emphasise the moral dimension of his discourse the Dutch historian thought his description of puerilism to have nothing to do with the Freudian analysis of narcissism. Some similarities between the latter and the concept of puerilism, however, can be found in spite of various notable differences. Huizinga claimed that the worship of life, to which the irrationalisation of culture has given rise, promotes the cult of the self. This argument is stimulating but problematic, on account of its circularity. The irrationalisation of culture is presented as both the cause and effect of the worship of life that promotes the cult of the self. The excessive concentration on the self is no longer seen as a sign of immaturity also because the very distinctions between maturity and immaturity, excessive or abnormal and normal, have become difficult to justify. It can be concluded that behind the cult of the self we may still find the sentimental worship of experience described by Huizinga. The new forms of management too, which emerged and imposed themselves during the past decades, indicate that this is the case. A remarkable number of people seem to be unable to disengage from “the magic circle of play”. If, as Huizinga suggested, play is based on a particular manipulative conversion of reality into images, then, our main intellectual task remains identifying and understanding the ways and conditions through which the value and significance of these images are produced and reproduced.

Note


Burckhardt argued that of all disciplines history is the most unscientific because «it possesses or can possess least of all an assured, approved method of selection». Even if historical research may have a very definite method, «its presentation has not». See J. Burckhardt, Judgements on History and Historians, trans. H. Trevor-Roper, Routledge, London-New York 2007, p. 179.


Scientific history «believes itself to be the apprehension of a real object», whereas «it ignores to be the author of its own abstraction, imposing its abstractness upon a world which was in reality a world of concrete facts». Ivi, pp. 189, 201, 220, 232-233.


For example, Huizinga claims that an acute awareness of death's presence is the essence of “the medieval soul”. He also claims that the predominant mood at the Burgundian court was as dark as that predominant at the court of Lorenzo de’ Medici in Florence. Finally, he asserts that the Humanists’rediscovery of the classics is full of common-places, and there is no Rinascimento at all. See A. Van der Lem, op. cit., pp. 238-240.


Ivi, pp. 15, 212-215.

In the opening essay of Symboles de la Science sacrée, published posthumously first in 1962 and in a revised edition in 1977, René Guénon argued that the decline of modern civilization has come about due to a gradual loss of true intellectuality that in turn has made possible the two errors of rationalism and sentimentalism. The latter affected the sphere of religion too. «For most people religion is only an affair of sentiment, without any intellectual import. They confuse religion with a vague religiosity, reducing it to morality». The place of doctrine, which is what is essential, is diminished as much as possible, despite the fact that «it is from doctrine that all the rest should logically derive». Being no more than moralism pure and simple, Protestantism is seen as «representative of the tendencies of the modern mind». See R. Guénon, Symbols of Sacred Science, trans. H.D. Fohr, Sophia Perennis, Hillsdale (NY) 2004, pp. 2-3.


J. Huizinga, In the Shadow of Tomorrow, cit., pp. 170, 173, 176-178.

According to van der Lem, Homo Ludens is an attempt "to bring all that exists between heaven and earth to one starting-point", that is, play. See A. Van der Lem, op. cit., p. 251.

Homo Ludens has been put under attack also on account of its questioning of the historicist world-view, of the emphasis put in it on the different linguistic usages of the concept of play, and of the mixture of high culture and everyday life. For exactly the same reasons, perhaps, the book has been enthusiastically received, yet by a limited number of experts.

J. Huizinga, Homo Ludens, cit., pp. 2-6, 8, 28.